Campeon is located southeast of Munich, close to the freeway. It can also be reached using public transportation.

By car:
Take the Munich-Salzburg freeway (Autobahn); exit at Neubiberg. However there are only limited parking spaces in the garage for visitors. Therefore we would like to ask you to use public transport where possible instead of taking a rental car!

By public transportation:
Take the S3 [S-Bahn] to Holzkirchen (from Holzkirchen going towards Munich, take the S3 to Maisach / Mammendorf). Exit the train at the Fasanenpark station; Campeon is ca. 500 m away. The path from this station to the building is entirely covered.

The following bus services are also available:

- Bus No. 217 stopping at 'Am Sportpark' (south of Campeon in Unterhaching) provides a connection to the U5 and S7 in Neuperlach-Süd.

- Bus No. 218 has two stops at the Campeon site: Campeon West (KiTa/Children's Day-Care Center) and Campeon. This bus route connects the site to the Neuperlach-Süd stop. Here you have a connection to the U5 and S7.

- The bus No. 220 route heading for St.-Quirin-Platz / Giesing takes you from Fasanenpark to the U1 at Mangfallplatz or St.-Quirin-Platz.

Check the website [http://www.mvg-mobil.de/](http://www.mvg-mobil.de/) for the best connection to Campeon with the MVG/MVV [Munich's public transportation network].

By rail (Deutsche Bahn):
Take the train to Munich main station (Hauptbahnhof) or, if applicable, to Ostbahnhof and change to the S-Bahn service (S3 Holzkirchen / Deisenhofen). For further details on the S-Bahn service see topic public transport.

By air:
When arriving at Munich Airport, please take the S1 to Ostbahnhof or the S8 heading for Herrsching. Recommendation: S8 as it takes less time to Ostbahnhof. At Ostbahnhof you have a connection to the S3 heading for Holzkirchen / Deisenhofen. Please get off at the S-Bahn station Fasanenpark (Unterhaching).